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The Information Agenda Guide for health plans:
accelerating the journey to Information On Demand

Building an information agenda

Fast-changing administrative services only (ASO), group and
individual markets—combined with provider demands, political
uncertainty and member health concerns—are among the cata
lysts for an emerging health plan business model that presents
new opportunities and new challenges. For health plans to com
pete effectively, the vast amount of data they collect needs to be
transformed into the actionable information essential for faster,
better decision making and for delivering new, targeted services
to members, employers and providers.

Health plans want to make the most of
both existing and new data but may not
know where to begin. They need an infor
mation agenda—a comprehensive, enter
prisewide approach giving health plans a
roadmap for achieving both short- and
long-term capabilities for leveraging data
to deliver high-value information. An effec
tive information agenda can help health
plans to:
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